51 Chelsea Dr, Condon

RELAXED LIFESTYLE HOME IN THE PRESTIGIOUS SOUGHT
AFTER CHELSEA DRIVE!
This stunning residence set on an enormous 2010m2 block of land with
bore is impressive. With an open plan design incorporating large tiled
living areas, plus a massive outdoor entertaining area, everyone is easily
accommodated! The kitchen is the hub of a home, central to the living
room and a large servery to the outside living space. Adjacent to the fully
tiled outdoor entertaining area you'll find what can only be described as a
fully self contained unit/granny flat, teenagers or visitors retreat. This unit
adds that extra element of space that is hard to find. The huge shed
located at the back of the yard, includes full power, toilet and is large
enough to house any tradies tools and toys. Located in one of
Townsville's very best pockets of desirable real estate, this home is just
minutes from the Willows Shopping Centre, Brothers Leagues Club, The
Canon Park Entertainment Precinct, primary and secondary schools and
the Ring Road Motorway just to name a few.
The home is open by appointment, please don't hesitate to contact
Michael on 0414 420 404 or Carrie on 0402 330 255 to book an
inspection.
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- Sits proudly on a fully landscaped low maintenance 2010sqm block
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Michael Gilbertson - 0414420404
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